Introduction
Let 5 be a given non-empty set and S(x) be any equation (x is an unknown element of S and € is a given unary relation of S) supposing that there is at least one element x such that S(x) is true. DEFINITION 
Let h:E E be a given function. The formula x = h(t) represents a general reproductive solution of x-equation S(x) if and only if (Vt)£(h(t)) A (Vx)(£(x) => (3t)x = h(t))
. DEFINITION 
Let h: E ->• E be a given function. The formula x = h(t) represents a general reproductive solution of x-equation £(x) if and only if
(Vt)£{h{t)) A (Vi)(£(0 =i > t = h{t)). 
Boolean equations
Let n be a natural number and N = {0,1,..., n}. We shall also use the notation: X = (xi,... ,x n ) and T = (fi,.. .,t n ).
Let B = (B, U, H, ', 0,1) be a Boolean algebra. 
(VX e {o, IDGjPO < /(A')).
Disjunctive normal forms of general solutions
We prove that every general solution of a given Boolean equation f (xi,...,x n ) = 0 can be written as a disjunctive normal form of n variables and coefficients of that equation. where Ux and U c mean the unions over all A G {0, l} n and C G {0, l} m , respectively.
Proof. Let P be r-tuple of all Pj <A ,c occuring in (1), where r = 2 n 2 m n. We can write Theorem 7 as follows: 71 
.,n).
A A The 2 n -tuple of all h A occuring in (2) will be denoted by H n and the n • 2 ntuple of all 9 J TA occuring in (2) will be denoted by G N . Now, we can write Theorem 7 as
where [J^ means the union over all D = (di,..., d n ) G {0, l} n . Since the latter formula is the Horn sentence it is sufficient to prove Theorem 8 in B2, because of Theorem 1.
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Let h: {0, l} n x {0,l} m -{0,1} and g u ... ,g n : {0, l} n {0,1} be Boolean functions, h(X, F) = 0 be consistent and the formulas
we get (1) because of (3) COMMENT. If we solve the system (7) we get the general solution (6).
Proof. Bearing in mind Theorem 3 and Theorem 6 we have 
.(9n(A)y")x
A = 0 A E A h(X,Y) + (J |J ((JPJ,D,CY c )X D + XJ = 0) j=1 D C 846 D. Bankovic * (VY G V)<yx G {0,1}")(U ({Jf(E)(gi(A)) ei ...(gn(A)) e ")x A = 0 A E A h(X,Y) + U U (UPJ,v,cY°)x D + Xj = o) j=1 D C (V = {Y\Y£ {0, l} m A (3X)h(X,Y) = 0}) ^ (vr g v)(vx g {o,i} n )((jm(gi(x)r ...(gn(x)Y" = o E A h(X,Y) + (J U (UPi,D,cY c )x D + Xj = 0) j=l D C o (vr € V)(VJT g {0,ir)(U/(£)(LJpw yD ) ei ••• E D ...(\Jpn,x,DY D ) en =0A h{XtY)+(j (\jMfiY c + xi) = o) D j= 1 C * (VY 6 V)(VX G = 0 E D n A /i(A',Y) + |J (+ *j) = 0) ¿=i c & (VY G V)(VX G {0,1}
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